This is a collection of linguistic-mathematical approaches to Romanian rebus, poetical and juridical texts, and proposes fancies, recreational math problems, and paradoxes. We study the frequencies of letters, syllables, vowels in various poetry, grill definitions in rebus, and rebus rules. We also compare the scientific language, lyrical language, and puzzles' language, and compute the Shannon entropy and Onicescu informational energy.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this section is the investigation of some combinatorial aspects of written language, within the framework determined by the well-known game of crossword puzzles. Various types of probabilistic regularities appearing in such puzzles reveal some hidden, not well-known restrictions operating in the field of natural languages. Most of the restrictions of this type are similar in each natural language. Our direct concern will be the Romanian language.
Our research may have some relevance for the phono-statistics of Romanian. The distribution of phonemes and letters is established for a corpus of a deviant morphological structure with respect to the standard language. Another aspect of our research may be related to the so-called tabular reading in poetry. The correlation horizontal-vertical considered in the first part of the paper offers some suggestions concerning a bi-dimensional investigation of the poetic sing.
Our investigation is concerned with the Romanian crossword puzzles published in [4] . Various concepts concerning crossword puzzles are borrowed from N. Andrei [3] . Mathematical linguistic concepts are borrowed from S. Marcus [1] , and S. Marcus, E. Nicolau, S. Stati [2] .
SECTION 1. THE GRID §1. MATHEMATICAL RESEARCHES ON GRIDS
It is known that a word in a grid is limited on the left and right side either by a black point or by a grid final border.
We will take into account the words consisting of one letter (though they are not clued in the Rebus), and those of two (even they have no sense (e.g. N T, RU,…)), three or more letters -even they represent that category of rare words (foreign localities, rivers, etc., abbreviations, etc., which are not found in the Romanian Language Dictionary (see [3] , pp. 82-307 ("Rebus glossary")).
The grids have both across and down words. We divide the grid into 3 zones: a) the four peaks of the grid (zone A) b) grid border (without de four peaks) (zone B) c) grid middle zone (zone C) We assume that the grid has n lines, m columns, and p black points. Then: Proposition 1. The words overall number (across and down) of the grid is equal to n + m + pNB + 2 ⋅ pNC , where pNB = black points number in zone B , pNC = black points number in zone C . Proof: We consider initially the grid without any black points. Then it has n + m words.
-If we put a black point in zone A , the words number is the same. (So it does not matter how many black points are found in zone A).
-If we put a black point in zone B , e.g. on line 1 and column j , i < j < m , words number increases with one unit (because on line 1, two words were formed (before there was only one), and on column j one word rests, too). The case is analog if we put a black point on column 1 and line i , 1 < i < n (the grid may be reversed: the horizontal line becomes the vertical line and vice versa). Then, for each point in zone B a word is added to the grid words overall number.
-If we put a black point in zone C , let us say i , 1 < i < n , and column j , 1 < j < m , then the words number increases by two: both on line i and column j two words appear now, different from the previous case, when only one word was there on each line. Thus, for each black point in zone C , two words are added at the grid words overall number. From this proof results: Minimum number of words of grid n × m is n + m . Actually, this statement is achieved when we do not have any black points in zones B and C . Corollary 2. Maximum number of words of a grid n × m having p black points is n + m + 2 p and it is achieved when all p black points are found in zone C . Corollary 3. A grid n × m having p black points will have a minimum number of words when we fix first the black points in zone A , then in zone B (alternativelybecause it is not allowed to have two or more black points juxtaposed), and the rest in zone C .
Proposition 2. The difference between the number of words on the horizontal and on the vertical of a grid n × m is n − m + pNBO − pNBV , where pNBO = black points number in zone BO , pNBV = black points number in zone BV . We divide zone B into two parts:
-zone BO = B zone horizontal part (line 1 and n ) -zone BV = B zone vertical part (line 1 and m ). The proof of this proposition follows the previous one and uses its results. If we do not have any black points in the grid, the difference between the words on the horizontal and those on the vertical line is n − m .
-If we have a black point in zone A , the difference does not change. The same for zone C .
If we have a black point in zone BO , then the difference will be n − m − 1. From this proposition 2 results: Proposition 3. A grid n × m has n + pNBO + pNC words on the horizontal and m + pNBV + pNC words on the vertical.
The first solving method uses the results of propositions 1 and 2. The second method straightly calculates from propositions 1 and 2 the across and down words number (their sum (proposition 1) and difference (proposition 2) are known).
Proposition 4. Words mean length (=letters number) of a grid n × m with p
Actually, the maximum words number is n + m + 2 p , the letter number is nm − p , and each letter is included in two words: one across and another down. One grid is the more crossed, the smaller the number of the words consisting of one or two letters and of black points (assuming that it meets the other known restrictions). Because in the Romanian grids the black points percentage is max.
15% out of the total (rounding off the value at the closer integer -e.g. 15% with a grid 13x13 equals 25.35 ≈ 25; with a grid 12x12 is 21.6 ≈ 22), so for the previous properties, for grids n × m with p black points we replace p by 3 20
§2. STATISTIC RESEARCHES ON GRIDS
In [1] we find the notion "écart of a sound x", denoted by α(x) , which equals the difference between the rank of x in Romanian and the rank of x in the analyzed text. We will extend this notion to the notion of a text écart which will be denoted by:
α(t) , and [1] ) and n represents distinct sounds number in text t .
(If there are letters in the alphabet, which are not found in the analyzed text, these will be written in the frequency table giving them the biggest order.) Proposition 1. We have a double inequality:
[ ] represents the whole part of real number y .
Actually, the first inequality is evident.
This permutation constitutes a mathematical pattern of the two frequency tables of sounds; in Romanian (the first line), in text t (the second line).
For permutation 1 2 ...
By induction with respect to n ≥ 2 , we prove now the sum
value for permutation ψ .
For n = 2 and 3 it is easily checked directly. Let us suppose the assertion true for values < n + 2 . Let us show for n + 2 :
Removing the first and last column, we obtain:
which is a permutation of n elements and for which S will have the same value as for permutation
i.e. max. value ( " ψ was obtained from ψ ' by diminishing each element by one).
The permutation of 2 elements 1 2 2 1 n n
But ψ is obtained from ψ ' and η ;
The bigger one text écart, the bigger the "angle of deviation" from the usual language.
It would be interesting to calculate, for example, the écart of a poem. Then the notion of écart could be extended even more: a) the écart of a word being equal to the difference between word order in language and word order in the text; b) the écart of a text (ref. words):
where α c (a i ) is word a i écart, and n -distinct words number in the text t .
*
We give below some rebus statistic data. By examining 150 grids [4] we obtain the following results: Statistical proposition (1): In a grid, the vowels number tends to be almost equal to 47.5% of the total number of the letters.
Here is some evidence: one word with n syllables has at least n vowels (in Romanian there is no syllable without vowel (see [2] ).
The vowels percentage in Romanian is 42.7%; because a grid is assumed to form words across and down, the vowels number will increase. Also, the last two lines and columns are endings of other words in the grid; thus they will usually have more vowels. When black points number decreases, vowels number will increase (in order to have an easier crossing, you need either more black points or more vowels) (A vowel has a bigger probability to enter in the contents of a word than a consonant.)
Especially in "record grids" (see [3] , pp. 33-48) the vowels and consonants alternation is noticed. Another criterion for estimating the grid value is the bigger deviation from this "statistical law" (the exception confirms the rule!): i.e. the smaller the vowel percentage in a grid, the bigger its value.
Statistical proposition (2): Generally, the horizontal words number 73 equals the vertical one.
Here is the following evidence: 100 classical grids were experimentally analyzed, in [4] , getting the percentage of 49.932% horizontal words. Usually, the classical grids are square clues, the difference between the horizontal and vertical words being (see Proposition 2) : n m pNBO pNBV pNBO pNBV In this table, one can see that the larger the dimension of the grid, the larger is the percentage of black boxes, because the number of long words is reduced.
The current dimensions for grids go from 10x10 to 15x15. One can notice that the number of the grids having a percentage of black boxes smaller than 8 is very reduced: the totals in the last column represent all the grids created in Romania since 1925 (the appearance of the first problems of cross words in Romania), until today. It is thus seen that the number of the grid-records is negligible when one compares it with the thousands of grids created. For this reason, the rule that imposed the percentage of the black boxes, should have established to be greater than 8%. But the cross words being puzzles, they must address to a large audience, thus one did not have to make these problems too difficult.
From which a percentage of black boxes at least equal to 10%. They must be not too easy either, that is not to necessitate any effort from those who would compose them, from where a percentage of black boxes smaller than 20%. (If not, in effect, it becomes possible to compose grids wholly formed of words boxes of 2 or 3 letters).
To support the second assertion, one assumes that the average length of the words of a n × m grid with p black boxes is sensible equal to
Thus, for current grids having 20% of black boxes, the average lengths of the words would be smaller than 3.
Similarly at the beginnings of the puzzle of cross words the percentage of black boxes were not too large: thus in a grid from 1925 of 11x11, one counts 33 black boxes, therefore a percentage of 27.272% (from [2] , p. 27).
While being developed, for these puzzles were imposed "stronger" conditionsthat is a reduction in the black boxes.
For selecting a percentage between 10 and 20%, it is supposed that the peoples' predilection for round numbers was essential (the cross words are puzzles, no need for mathematic precision of sciences). That's why the rule of 15%.
A statistic (from [3] , § 2), shows that the percentage of black boxes in the current grids is approximately 13.591%. The rule is thus relatively easy to follow and it can only attract new crossword enthusiasts.
To completely answer the proposed question, one would need to consider also some philosophical, psychological, and especially sociological aspects, especially those connected to the history of this puzzle, its ulterior development, and with its traditions.
SECTION IV. THE LANGUAGE OF SPIRITUAL REBUS DEFINITIONS
"The rebus' language" is somewhere at the border of the scientific language and, that, perhaps, having many common things with usual language too, and even with the musical one (the puzzles, because they have a certain acoustic resonance).
While the semantic deficiencies, having direct definitions (close to those from dictionary [3] , pp. 50-56) of a language close to the scientific one (even to the usual one through the simple mode of expression) of "the grid's definitions". The language is close to the poetic one. There are even literary definitions (see [3] , p. 57, [4] ), which utilize literary stylistic procedures: like the metaphor, the comparison, the allegory, practice, etc. Later we will present a parallelism between the SCIENTIFIC LANGUAGE, POETIC LANGUAGE, REBUS' LANGUAGE ("THE GRIDS' DEFINITIONS") closely following the rules from [1] (chap. "Oppositions between the scientific language and the poetic one"), results which we will limit to the rebus' language. 
CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE SCIENTIFIC LANGUAGE AND "LITERARY LANGUAGE"
As in nature nothing is absolute, evidently there will not exist a precise border between the scientific language and "the literary" one (the language used in literature): thus there will be zones where these two languages intersect.
In [1] , chapter "Instances between the scientific and poetic languages", Solomon Marcus presents the differences between these two, differences that make them closer.
We will skate a little on the edge of this material, presenting common parts of the scientific language and the literary language:
-both are geared to find the unpublished, the novelty -both suppose a creative process (finding the solution of a problem means creation: writing of a phrase the same).
-both literature and science have an art of being taught, studied and learned (the methodology of teaching arithmetic, or Romanian language, etc.) .
-in science too there is an esthetic (for example: "the mathematical esthetic"), the same in literature there exists a logic (even the absurd of Eugene Ionesco, the myths of Mircea Eliade have their own specific logic: analogously, we can extend the idea to Tristan Tzara's Dadaism, which has a specific logic (of construction; one cuts words from newspapers, mix them, and then form verses).
-the scientific development implies a literary development in a special sense: it appeared, thus, the science-fiction literature in literary writings which use informations obtained by science: contemporaneous literature treats also scientific problems (for example Augustin Buzura wrote the roman "The absents" describing the life of a medical researcher: the engineer poet George Stanca introduces technical terms in his poems; one verse from his volume "Maximum tenderness" sounds: " sin 2 x + cos 2 x = 1 "!); analogously the engineer poet Gabriel Chifu (the volume "An interpretation of the Purgatory") and mathematics professor Ovidiu Florentin, author of a volume even entitled "Formulas for the spirit" -each poem being considered as a momentous "formula" (depending of time, place, space, individual) for the spirit.
-even the writing of some contemporary novels inspired from the worker's and peasant's life requires a scientific documentation from the writers' part.
The literature has an esthetic influence for science; there exist mathematical metaphors (see [1] , [2] ) and, in general, we can say "scientific metaphors", one cannot know what ideas and relations will be discovered in science. The understanding degree (exegesis) of a poetry and of a literary text in general, depends also of the culture's degree of each individual, of his initiation (the seniority in that domain), of his scientific knowledge.
-there are many scientists who, besides their scientific works, write also literary works or related domains (for example, the memories book of the academician (mathematician) Octav Onicescu "On the life's roads", the renown Romanian physician Gheorghe Marinescu writes poems (using Dacic words), under the penname George Dinizvor, the great Ion Barbu -Dan Barbilian excelled as a poet and as a mathematician. The great poet Vasile Voiculescu was a good physician; and the mathematics professor Aurel M. Buricea writes poetry, analogously the mathematician Ovidiu Florentin -Florentin Smarandache writes poems and mathematics articles; in the world literature we find the poet-mathematician Omar Khayyam and Lewis Caroll -Charles L. Dodgson), but writers that would do fundamental scientific or technical research don't quite exist!
SECTION V. THE LETTERS' FREQUENCY (BY EQUAL GROUPS) IN THE ROMANIAN JURIDICAL TEXTS
Analyzing the deterioration's degree of the keys of a typing machine which functioned for more than 40 years at the clerk's office of a court of a Romanian District (Vâlcea), one partitions them in the following groups: 1) Letters completely deteriorated (one cannot read anything anymore on the typewriter). 2) Letters from which one sees only one point, hardly perceptible. …………………….. 10) Letters from which is missing only one point. 11) Letters, which are seen perfectly, without anything missing. 12) Letters which, almost have not been touched, being covered with dust.
The following resultants were obtained: The letters P, Z and N realized the most spectacular jump:
Perhaps this article surprises by its banality. But, whereas other authors spent month of calculations using computers, choosing certain books and counting the letters (!) by the computer, I have deducted this frequency of the letters in a few minutes (!), by a simple observation.
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SECTION VI. LINGUISTIC-MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS IN RECENT ROMANIAN POETRY
"Mathematics is logical enough to be able to detect the internal logics of poetry and crazy enough not to lag behind the poetic ineffable" (Solomon Marcus).
The author of this article aims a statistical investigation of a recently published volume of poetry [3] , which will make possible some more general conclusions on the evolution of poetry in the XX th century (either the literary current hermetism, surrealism or any other). Certain modifications in the structure of poetry, occurred in its evolution from classicism to modernism, are also presented. Men of letters have never agreed with mathematics and, especially, with its interference in art. Let us quote one of them: "Remarque que, a mon avis, tout literature est grotesque…(…) La seule excuse de l'écrivain c'est de se rendre compte qu'il joue, que la littérature est un jeu" (Eugène Ionesco). Well, if literature is a game why could not be subjected to mathematical investigation?
The book chosen for this study (see [3] ) contains 44 poems (from which the first and the last are sort of poems essays on Romanian poetry). It comprises over 250 sentences, over 700 verses, over 2,500 words and over 11,700 letters (not sounds).
MORPHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
1. The frequency of words depending on the grammatical category they belong to. In support of conjectures 1 and 2 we also mention: -only one in six nouns is modified by an adjective, i.e. the role of the adjective diminishes and there are poems with no adjectives (see [3] , pp. 9, 12, 20); -on average, there is one verb in a predicative mood in more than two lines, i.e. the role of the verbal predicate decreases and there are poems with no verbal predicates (see [3] , p. 20);
(From classicism to modernism both adjectives and verbal predicates gradually but constantly regressed).
-the poetry of the young poets is characterized by economy of words and, implicitly, by the avoidance of the overused words; the adjectives were favored by the romantics and the young poets feel the necessity to "renew" poetry; -this renewal and effort to avoid the trivial may be also helped by elimination of adjectives. The strict use of adjectives or verbal predicates is also accounted for by the characteristics of the two main literary currents of our century. a) hermetism -appeared after World War I -consists, mainly in the hyper intellectualization of language and its codification; an adjective (i.e. an explanation concerning an object) or the predicative mood of a verb (strict definition of the grammatical tense) may diminish the degree of ambiguity, generalization or abstraction intended by the poet. b) Surrealism -literary of vanguard -aimed at detecting the irrational, the unconscious, the dream; because of its precise definite character, the adjective makes the reader "plunge" into the so carefully avoided real world. CONJECTURE 3. In the recent Romanian poetry percentage of "full" words is over 55% of the total words.
Unlike in the spoken language in which the percentage of "full" and "empty" words is equal (see [1] ) in poetry the percentage of "full" words is greater. This is due to the fact that poetry is essence, it is dense, concentrated. The percentage of "full" words and the "density" of a literary work are directly proportional.
As a conclusion to the three conjectures we may say that: -in its evolution from classicism to modernism the percentage of nouns increased, while that of verbs decreased, less adverbs are used, on the other hand, because of the smaller number of verbs. In all, however, the percentage of "full" words increased.
3. The frequency of the nouns with and without an article. CONJECTURE 4. In the recent Romanian poetry the number of nouns with an article is, on an average, smaller than the number of those without an article. With an article the noun is more definite, specified which are characteristics undesirable from the same viewpoint as that mentioned above. That is why the indefinite article is favored in modern poetry. The consequence of this preferred indefinite character of the noun enlarges the abstraction, generalization, ambiguity and, hence, the "density " of the poem. (See also the second part of assertions 1 and 2 and the statistical conjecture 3). In its evolution from classicism to modernism the number of nouns without an article used in poetry also increased.
4. The frequency of nouns depending on the grammatical case they belong to. The total number of syllables in the volume is … 4,800. The frequency of words and their length (in syllables are in inverse ratio. Long words seem "less poetical". CONJECTURE 6. In the recent Romanian poetry the percentage of words of one and two syllables is … 75%. Again, it seems that short and very short words (of one and two syllables) appear more adequate to satisfy the internal rhythm of the poem. Longer words already have their own rhythm dictated by the juxtaposition of the syllables; it is very probable that this rhythm comes into … with the rhythm imposed by the poem. Shorter words are more easily uttered; longer words seem to render the text more difficult.
7. The frequency of words according to their length (in letters) In the whole volume there are only two words of 13 letters and 6 of twelve. A 90% of the words consist of no more than 7 letters. CONJECTURE 7. In the recent Romanian poetry the percentage of the two letter words is, on average, about 25% of the words. In fact, the same percentage, or even higher, is found in the ordinary language. Because of esthetic reasons in poetry there is a slight tendency of reducing the frequency of the two letter words -which are especially, prepositions and conjunctions.
8. The frequency of the letters:
The order of the letter Explanation: in the ordinary language the percentage of vowels is 42.7% (see [1] ). In poetry it is greater because:
-vowels are more "musical" than consonants; therefore the words with more vowels "seem" more poetical; words with many vowels confer a special sonority to the text;
-modern poets and poetry are more preoccupied by form than by content, so that more attention is given to expression; the form may prejudice the content, because, very often, the reader is "caught" by sonority and less by essence;
-the internal rhythm of poetry, usually absent in the ordinary language, is also conditioned, partially, by a greater number of vowels;
-rhyme, when used, also favors a greater percentage of vowels. The percentage of vowels was greater in the period of classicism of poetry when the rhythm and rhyme were more frequently used. The special requirements of poetry impose a thorough filtration of the ordinary language.
Given the frequency of the letters in the Romanian language [1] in general:
1. 9. The themes of the volume are studied by determining the recurrent elements, those that seem to obsess the poet. We will call these elements "key-words" and they are, in order: nouns, verbs, adjectives. Their frequency in the volume is studied. The more frequent words are all included in common notional spheres that will "decode" the themes dealt with by the poet in the volume under study, i. These 33 key-words (together with their synonyms) confer certain pastoral note (this was noticed by Constantin Matei, the newspaper "Înainte", Craiova), cosmological (Constantin M. Popa), existentialist nuances (Aureliu Goci, "Luceafarul", Bucharest); the preoccupation of the poet for the condition of the poet and society (Ion Pachia Tatomirescu, Craiova) is also revealed by the frequent use of certain suggestive words.
Of all the words, 33 key-words together with their synonyms have the greatest frequency in the volume.
10. The frequency of words and phrases strongly deviated from the "normal", i.e. the rules of the literary language are about 1.980 of the total of words. (We mean expressions like: "state of self", "very near myself", "it is raining at plus infinite" or words like "nontime", etc. (see [3] , pp. 9, 29, 40, 31).
CONJECTURE 9. In the recent Romanian poetry the percentage of words and phrases that strongly deviated from the "normal" of the ordinary language, as well as the rules of the literary language, is slightly over 1. This fact may be accounted for by:
-content seems less important; poets are more concerned with form; -poets invent words and expressions to be able to better reveal their feelings and emotions; -the association of antonyms may give birth to constructions that, somehow "violate" the normal; -poetry is, in fact, destined to break the rules and rebel against the ordinary fact (if, this right is denied, any newspaper article could be called poetry). "In art" said Voltaire, "rules are only meant to be broken". In its evaluation from classicism to modernism the percentage of such abnormal words and constructions increased, starting, in fact from zero. Modern literary currents favor the appearance of them.
SECTION VII. MATHEMATICAL FANCIES AND PARADOXES
MISCELLANEA
1. Archimedes' "fixed point theorem": Give me a fixed point in space, and I shall upset the Earth".
MATHEMATICAL LINGUISTICS 1
Poem by Ovidiu Florentin 2 Definition A word's sequence converges if it is found in a neighborhood of our heart.. * The hermetic verses are linear equations. * Theorem For any X there is no Y such that Y knows everything which X knows. And the reciprocal.
The proof is very intricate and long, and we will present it. We leave it to the readers to solve it! ** My Law: Give me a point in space and I shall write the proposition behind it. x y z w are integer variables, it results that 3 divides z and that 3 divides w . I. e: z = 3t 1 (t 1 ∈Z) and w = 3t 2 (t 2 ∈Z) .
Thus 3(x − 2y) + 3(5t 1 − 10t 2 ) = 0 where x − 2y + 5t 1 − 10t 2 = 0 .
Then:
constitute the integer general solution of the equation. Find the error of each "resolution".
SOLUTIONS.
(1) x = −26k + 6 and y = 14k − 4 ( k ∈Z ) is an integer solution for the equation (because it verifies it), but it is not the general solution, because x = −7 and y = 3 verify the equation, they are a particular integer solution, but:
−26k + 6 = −7
Thus one cannot obtain this particular from the previous general solution.
The true general solution is:
(2) In the same way, x = 5 , y = 3 , z = 3 is a particular solution of the equation, but which cannot be obtained from the "general solution" because: 
The integer general solution is:
(3) The error is that: "3 divides ( 5z − 10w )" does not imply that "3 divides z and 3 divides w ". If one believes that one loses solutions, then this is true because 3 2
[1] One can find these solutions using: Florentin SMARANDACHE -"Un algorithme de résolution dans l'ensemble des numbers entiers pour les équations linéaires".
WHERE IS THE ERROR IN THE BELOW INTEGRALS ?
Let the function f : R → R be defined by ( ) 2sin cos f x x x = . Let us calculate its primitive: (1) First method. One thus has F 1 (x) = sin 2 x .
(2) Second method:
One thus obtained 3 different primitives of the same function.
How is this possible?
Answer: There is no error! It is known that a function admits an infinity of primitives (if it admits one), which differ only by one constant.
In our example we have:
WHERE IS THE ERROR IN THE BELOW REASONING BY RECURRENCE ?
At an admission contest at an University, was given the following problem: "Find the polynomials P(x) with real coefficients such that xP(x − 1) = (x − 3)P(x) , for all x real."
Some candidates believed that they would be able to show by recurrence that the polynomials of the statement are those which verify the following property: P(x) = 0 for all natural values.
In fact, they said, if one puts x = 0 in this relation, it results that 0 ⋅ P(−1) = −3 ⋅ P(0) , therefore P(0) = 0 .
Likewise, with x = 1 , one has: 1⋅ P(0) = −2 ⋅ P(1) , therefore P(1) = 0 , etc. Let's suppose that the property is true for ( n − 1 ), therefore P(n − 1) = 0 , and we are looking to prove it for n :
One has: n ⋅ P(n − 1) = (n − 3) ⋅ P(n) , and since P(n − 1) = 0 , it results that P(n) = 0 .
Where the proof failed? Answer: If the candidates would have checked for the rank n = 3 , they would have found that: 3 ⋅ P(2) = 0 ⋅ P(3) thus 0 = 0 ⋅ P(3) , which does not imply that P(3) , is null: in fact this equality is true for any real P(3) .
The error, therefore, is created by the fact that the implication:
One can find easily that
Therefore, x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 (from the inequalities (1) and (2)) and z ≥ 1 13 (7y + 4) (*).
But x = 13 ≥ 0 , y = 0 ≥ 0 , and z = 2 ≥ 4 13 = 1 13 (7 ⋅ 0 + 4) verifies (*). But we observe that it does not verify the inequalities system, because substituting in the fourth inequality we obtain: −3⋅13 − 0 + 4 ⋅ 2 ≥ 4 which is not true.
Where is the contradiction?
Solution.
The previous solution is incomplete. We didn't intersect all four inequalities. Giving a geometrical interpretation in R 3 , and writing the inequalities as equations, we have, in fact, four planes, each dividing the space in semi spaces. Therefore, the system's solution will be formed by the points which belong to the intersection of those four semi spaces, (each inequality determines a semi space). The inequality obtained by adding the third inequality with the fourth represents, is, in fact, another semi space that includes the system's solution, and it does not simplify the system (in the sense that we cannot eliminate any of the system's inequalities).
Therefore x = 0 , y = 3 , z = 5 13 verifies (*) but it does not verify, this time, the third inequality (although the fourth one is verified).
THE ILLOGICAL MATHEMATICS!
Find a "logic" with the following statements:
(1) 4 − 5 ≈ 5! (2) 8 divided by two is equal to zero! (3) 10 minus 1 equals 0.
Solutions:
These mathematical fantasies are entertainments, amusing problems; they disregard current logic, but having their own "logic", fantasist logic: thus (1) can be explained if one does not consider "4 -5" as the writing of "4 minus 5" but that of "from 4 to 5"; from which a reading of the statement " 4 − 5 ≈ 5 " should be: "between 4 and 5, but closer to 5". (2) 8 can be divided by two … in the following way:…, i. e. it will be cut into two equal parts, which are equal to "0" above and below the cutting line! (3) "10 minus 1" can be treated as: the two typographical characters 1, 0 minus the 1, which justifies that there remains the character 0. (4) The sign will be considered as the opposite function of the integral. 11.
12. NOITCNUF = Inverse function.
13. SERUGIF = Inverse figures.
14. 
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC
How many propositions are true and which ones from the following: 1. There exists one false proposition amongst those n propositions.
2. There exist two false propositions amongst those n propositions. ……………………………………………………………………. …There exist i false propositions amongst those n propositions. ……………………………………………………………………. n. There exist n false propositions amongst those n propositions.
(This is a generalization of a problem proposed by professor FRANCICO BELLOT, in the journal NUMEROS, nr. 9/1984, p. 69, Canary Island, Spain.)
Comments:
Let P i be the proposition i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n . If n is even, then the propositions 1, 2,..., n 2 are true and the rest are false. (We start our reasoning from the end; P n cannot be true, therefore P 1 is true; then P n −1 cannot be true, then P 2 is true, etc.)
Remark: If n is odd we have a paradox, because if we follow the same solving method we find that P n is false, which implies that P 1 is true; P n −1 false, implies that P 2 is true,…, P n +1 2 false implies P n +1− n +1 2 true, that is P n +1 2 false implies P n +1 2 true, which is absurd.
If n = 1 , we obtain a variant of liar's paradox ("I lie" is true or false?)
Which is obviously a paradox.
PARADOX OF RADICAL AXES
Property: The radical axes of n circles in the same plan, taken two by two, whose centers are not aligned, are convergent.
"Proof" by recurrence on n ≥ 3 . For the case n = 3 it is known that 3 radical axes are concurrent in a point which is called the radical center. One supposes that the property is true for the values smaller or equal to a certain n .
To the n circles one adds the (n + 1) -th circle. One has (1): the radical axes of first n circles are concurrent in M. Let us take 4 arbitrary circles, among which is the (n + 1) -th. Those have the radical axes convergent, in conformity with the recurrence hypothesis, in the point M (since the first 3 circles, which belong to n circles of the recurrence hypothesis, have their radical axes concurrent in M).
Thus the radical axes of (n + 1) circles are convergent, which shows that the property is true for all circles n ≥ 3 of N.
AND YET, one can build the following counterexample: Consider the parallelogram ABCD which does not have any right angle. Then one builds 4 circles of centers A, B,C and D respectively, and of the same radius. Then the radical axes of the circles e(A) and e(B) , respectively e(C) and e(D) , are two lines, which are medians of the segments AB and CD respectively.
Because AB ( ) and CD ( ) are parallel, and that the parallelogram does not have any right angle, it results that the two radical axes are parallel, i.e. they never intersect. Can we explain this (apparent!) contradiction with the previous property? Response: The "property "is true only for n = 3 . However in the demonstration suggested one utilizes the premise (distorted) according to which for m + 4 the property would be true. To complete the proof by recurrence it would have been necessary to be 1. There is a false proposition in this rectangle.
able to prove that P(3) ⇒ P(4) , which is not possible since P(3) is true but the counterexample proves that P(4) is false.
A CLASS OF PARADOXES
Let A be an attribute and non-A its negation.
P1. ALL IS "A", THE "NON-A" TOO. Examples: E 11 : All is possible, the impossible too. E 12 : All are present, the absentee too. E 13 : All is finite, the infinite too.
P2. ALL IS "NON-A", THE "A" TOO. Examples: E 21 : All is impossible, the possible too. E 22 : All are absent, the present too. E 23 : All is infinite, the finite too.
P3. NOTHING IS "A" NOT EVEN THE "A".
Examples: E 31 : Nothing is perfect, not even the perfect. E 32 : Nothing is absolute, not even the absolute. E 33 : Nothing is finite, not even the finite.
Remark: P1 ⇔ P2 ⇔ P3 . More generally: ALL (verb) "A", the "NON-A" too. Of course, from these appear unsuccessful paradoxes, but the proposed method obtains beautiful ones.
Look at a pun, which reminds you of Einstein: All is relative, the (theory of) relativity too! So:
The shortest way between two pints is the meandering way! The unexplainable is, however, explained by this word: "unexplainable"! [Presented at "The Eugene Strens Memorial on Intuitive and Recreational Mathematics and its History", University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada; July 27 -August 2, 1986. Partially published in "Beta", Craiova, 1987; "Gamma", Braşov, 1987; and "Abracadabra", Salinas (California), 1993-4.] 
